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1. (4 points)
Examine the following code to determine what it does to the picture that is selected. Draw an original picture that is asymmetrical (Label it “original”). Now, draw the picture that would result if the code below were ran on your original picture. (Label it “Result”)

def Mystery():
    orig = makePicture( pickAFile() )
    result = copyPicture(orig)
    width = getWidth(orig)
    height = getHeight(orig)

    for x in range(0, width ):
        for y in range(0, height ):
            oPix = getPixel(orig, x,y)
            r,g,b = getRGB(oPix)
            rPix = getPixel(result, width-1-x, y)
            setRGB(rPix, (r,g,b))

    show(result)
2. (9 points)
For each of the following vocabulary terms, write a concise 1-2 sentence definition. Be brief, and to the point.

(a) [3 pts] int

(b) [3 pts] integer division

(c) [3 pts] local variable

3. (8 points)
For each of the following lines, write what it returns when evaluated:

(a) [2 pts] range(3,20,4)

(b) [2 pts] filter(lambda X: X > 7, [2,8,15,21] )

(c) [2 pts] map(lambda Y: Y + 3, [1, 2,8,15] )

4. (10 points)
Write a function named `swapAE` that takes in a string as a parameter. It should return a string where every 'a' and 'e' in the original string are swapped. You may assume that all letters in the string are lowercase.

**Example run:**

```python
>>> result = swapAE('andy dreams of flying rockets')
>>> result
'endy draems of flying rockats'
```

5. (7 points)
For each of the following questions, give a brief answer:

(a) [5 pts] For each of the following algorithms, list their Big O complexity class:
- Linear Search:
- Binary Search:
- Bubble Sort:
- Insertion Sort:
- Merge Sort:

(b) [2 pts] Your intern has written an algorithm that will sort numbers. It can sort 1000 numbers in 1 second, and 5000 numbers in 25 seconds. What is the computational complexity (Big O) class of his algorithm?
6. (12 points)
Write a function named `invert` that accepts a string parameter named `fileName` that
contains the file name of a picture on disk. Your function must load the picture and
invert the color of every pixel. To invert the color of a pixel, take each of it’s color values
and subtract them from 255. (i.e. newBlue = 255-originalBlue). Your function should
return the newly inverted picture.
7. (12 points)
Write a function named `bigNumbersOnly` that accepts the name of a file to open as a string parameter. The function should open the file, which will be formatted as follows (one number per line):

```
54
4.0
23.3
765.2
54
876.8
34
238
45
50
```

Your function must read in the file and return a list of all the numbers greater than 50 (numbers should be stored as floats). Remember to close your file after you are finished reading it. If you find duplicate numbers greater than 50, DO NOT include duplicates in the list!
8. (10 points)

Write a function named `saveLightValues` that accepts the name of a file to open as a string parameter. The function should open the file for writing, and save ten light values from calling the `getLight("center")` function, one per line. Between calls to the `getLight()` function to get light samples, the robot should turn left a small amount (you choose the speed and duration).
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